
MNM’s First Exhibition

We have to admit, it’s not easy to organise an

exhibition. For us at MNM it was a leap of faith to

decide to exhibit this year at the Homes

Conference & Exhibition, as an SME which only

recently established an online presence and

company branding. Concerns were raised on

whether it will be worth our time, effort and

money invested in it.

MNM’s team went through several meetings

before the event, ensuring that everyone knows

the company and their role in it. Looking back

now, these meetings served as motivational talks

and team building exercises: everyone got

excited about the exhibition and felt – more than

ever - part of the big family that MNM is.

We got our answer immediately on the first day of

the exhibition, followed by further reinforcement

on the second day: our expectations have been

exceeded by far!

We met many interesting people, connected with

them, made friends and at the end of a busy day

we were still standing there with a smile on our

faces. Was it worth it? It definitely was! We re-

booked before the end of the day. Thank you,

Ocean Media, we are looking forward to next

year’s event!



“For our first exhibition it was most 

definitely a pleasant experience to 

represent MNM. “It’s quality, not 

quantity” seemed to become one of 

the mottos we used most of the day.” 

Siobhan Blake, Office Administrator

“It forced me to come out of my shell. I 

surprised myself with all the information 

my brain has gathered over the past 11 

years and I really enjoyed sharing with the 

people who visited our stand. It’s taken the 

Homes exhibition to make me realise “I 

actually do know a lot about MNM and I’m 

an important member of the company.”

Lindsay Cooper, Administration Manager

“I feel the team has accomplished a great deal 

during the exhibition, our staff have benefited 

from a massive confidence boost, along with a 

great sense of achievement over the two 

days.”

Kevin Sanger, Look Ahead Administrations 

Manager

“We were still smiling even 

after hours of standing!”

Ania Gorska, HR Manager

“It was good to be part of our first 

exhibition; I would love to do it again.”

Eva Salorsano, Accounts Manager

“The exhibition was a real eye opener; 

it helped me learn more about what we 

do as a company and gave me the 

confidence to present our company.”

Vanita Patel, Office Administrator

“Overall I thought the exhibition was a 

fantastic event that boasted MNM’s stability 

and foot hold in the market. It was a great 

team building exercise that clearly 

encouraged colleagues to discuss not only the 

future of the company, but also its history. 

Bring on the next one!”

Chris Zacharias, Project Manager

“We had never exhibited before and had 

concerns about any return – this was 

shattered by the enjoyment, success and 

feedback received. We re-booked before 

the end of the day… See you next year!”

George Panteli, Contracts Manager

Feedback from MNM team 

members and our visitors

As you can see, our two directors, Nick 

and Michael were ecstatic as well.


